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ABSTRACT
Recent advances in deep generative neural networks have made
it possible for artificial intelligence to actively collaborate with
human beings in co-creating novel content (e.g. music, art). While
substantial research focuses on (individual) human-AI collabora-
tions, comparatively less research examines how AI can play a role
in human-human collaborations during co-creation. In a qualitative
lab study, we observed 30 participants (15 pairs) compose a musical
phrase in pairs, both with and without AI. Our findings reveal that
AI may play important roles in influencing human social dynamics
during creativity, including: 1) implicitly seeding a common ground
at the start of collaboration, 2) acting as a psychological safety net
in creative risk-taking, 3) providing a force for group progress, 4)
mitigating interpersonal stalling and friction, and 5) altering users’
collaborative and creative roles. This work contributes to the future
of generative AI in social creativity by providing implications for
how AI could enrich, impede, or alter creative social dynamics in
the years to come.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Major innovations in deep learning have made it conceivable for
humans to partner with artificial intelligence (AI) in co-creating
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novel content. With the advent of deep generative networks that
are now capable of synthesizing creative new text, images, and
artwork, a user might ask an AI to auto-complete a paragraph
[12], flesh out a hand-drawn sketch [59], or even compose whole
sections of music [54]. However, despite substantial research aimed
at improving the performance capabilities of these deep generative
algorithms, recent research suggests that it can be challenging for
individuals to create music [36, 54] or write [10] in partnership
with AI, even when using state-of-the-art algorithms.

People’s creative needs can be even more nuanced and complex
in real-world contexts, where creative practices are often experi-
enced socially. For example, it is common for musicians to leverage
each other’s expertise by co-composing a song in pairs, or for script
writers to create dialogue in groups. Among everyday musicians,
music ‘jam sessions’ and round-robin creative writing serve im-
portant social roles, enabling novices and aspiring hobbyists alike
to connect with one another and grow their community. In these
collaborative, creative practices, prior research reveals a number
of nuances to these collaboration dynamics [62]. For example, a
group may feel pressure to achieve premature consensus, resulting
in sub-optimal and non-creative solutions [39]. On the other hand, a
group can also enable the brainstorming of more novel and diverse
ideas, leading to innovation [60]. Given the increasing abilities of
generative models to create novel content, along with the nuances
of multi-human creative collaborations, there is an opportunity
to examine how AI may assist in collaborative, creative practices
involving two or more individuals.

In this paper, we investigate how pairs of people collaboratively
create artistic content with a deep generative AI, and how the
social dynamics can be affected by the presence of AI. We ground
our investigation within the music domain, where not only are
collaborative practices common, but awide range of deep generative
models has also been made available to the public [15, 16, 34, 64].

In a qualitative lab study, we observed 30 participants (15 pairs)
of people compose a musical phrase in pairs, both with and without
AI. Our findings reveal that AI may play important roles in influ-
encing social dynamics during creativity by: 1) implicitly seeding
common ground at the start of collaboration, 2) acting as a psycho-
logical safety net in creative risk-taking, 3) providing a force for
group progress, 4) mitigating interpersonal stalling and friction,
and 5) altering users’ collaborative and creative roles. Together,
these findings lay a groundwork for understanding the future of
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generative AI in social creativity, suggesting implications for how
AI could enrich, impede, or alter creative social dynamics in the
years to come. In sum, our major contributions are:

(1) An understanding of the various roles of AI in mediating
human-human co-creation (as enumerated above)

(2) Descriptions of how collaborators develop strategies together
when co-creating with AI

(3) Implications and recommendations for what to consider and
how to utilize AI in supporting co-creative processes

2 RELATEDWORK
This paper draws on prior work at the intersection of human-AI
co-creation, AI and multi-human collaboration, and technologies
for collaborative music creation.

2.1 Human-AI Co-creation
Modern machine learning (ML) has made it conceivable for AI to
serve as not only a creative tool, but as an active collaborator in
co-creating novel content with a user. Human-AI co-creation has
recently been investigated in domains such as drawing [18, 20, 42,
43, 59], music composition [54], creative writing [26, 37], design
ideation [46, 51, 69], visual metaphors [11], video game content
generation [28, 47], improvisation [38], public displays [52], and
dance [53]. For example, prior studies demonstrated how an AI can
collaborate with a person by generating inspirational sketches to
assist with ideation [51, 59], writing text to continue a half-written
story [12], or creating characters for storyboarding [69].

Within the music domain, ML-powered interfaces have tradition-
ally allowed users to harmonize a melody [71], find adventurous
chord progressions [33], or generate novel sounds via gestures
[22]. More recently, progress in generative deep neural networks
(DNNs) has dramatically expanded the possibilities of human-AI
co-composition. Beyond small segments of music, generative DNNs
can now produce full, high-quality scores that automatically mesh
well with local and distant regions of music [29, 34, 35, 64], making
it conceivable for users to auto-complete long stretches of music,
coherently fill in any missing parts of a song, or ask for new music
to be generated from scratch. In examining how these models can
aid a person in composing music, two recent studies uncovered the
dual opportunities and challenges of co-creating with these pow-
erful generative models. Specifically, Louie et. al., [54] and Huang
et. al., [36] illuminated challenges around establishing a human
sense of control and creative authorship when co-composing with
deep generative AI. Huang et al. [36] illuminated the strategies
teams leverage in their attempt to control and decompose AI. How-
ever, less attention has been placed on AI’s role in affecting the
interpersonal dynamics within a team itself.

Taken together, the body of research described above forms a
basis for understanding human-AI co-creation, with comparatively
less known about how this new frontier of ML could and should
support co-creation among multi-human partnerships or the in-
terpersonal dynamics within teams. Building on this prior work in
human-AI co-creation, we provide a foundational perspective on
human-AI co-creation in contexts where multiple people co-create
together, illuminating how AI may alter the interpersonal dynamics
within a team itself.

2.2 AI and Multi-Human Collaboration
While integrating AI into the human workflow has always been an
important area of research, there is increasing value in introducing
Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) perspectives in
Human-AI collaboration research. Examples of this style of research
include emerging research agendas centered on AI as collaborative
teammates [67, 73], and AI as a mediator of teamwork and interper-
sonal communication itself [30, 65]. Along these lines, recent studies
have examined how AI influences social, collaborative activities.
Many of these focus on how chatbots or bots affect social collabora-
tion in personal [55] and professional [49, 75] contexts, and within
online [1, 44, 56, 68, 74, 77] and local communities [50, 76]. Others
consider how AI-powered virtual assistants play roles in family
contexts [6, 25, 61]. These studies inform how AI could affect col-
laborative dimensions such as interpersonal dynamics, impression
formation, trust, and conflict [3, 30, 41, 74]. Building on this grow-
ing body of work examining AI in human-human collaboration,
our work contributes to the broader literature by investigating AI’s
potential role in multi-human co-creation of novel, creative content.

2.3 Technologies for Collaborative Music
Creation

Co-creation is a social creativity process “leading to the emergence
and sharing of creative activities and meaning in a socio-technical
environment” [48]. Co-creation has long been of interest within
the HCI and CSCW communities [2, 23, 24], with music one of
the domains studied [24]. Prior work on collaborative technologies
for music-making has examined how users use tools and systems
while co-composing [7, 31, 57, 66] or co-curating [5, 17] music. For
example, Benford et al., [7] observed how Irish musicians utilized
various digital resources and social networks to develop their mu-
tual musical knowledge while collaboratively co-creating music.
Another set of research has focused on developing novel technolo-
gies to support or augment co-creative experiences in music, such
as creating new instruments for co-playing (e.g., Jam-O-Drum [8],
Reactable [40], and MuSeeCol [27]), or new tools that allow users
to collaboratively influence musical output (e.g. volume, timbre)
given pre-produced musical materials [21, 58].

Across this range of prior work, a core agreement is that tools and
technologies play important roles in collaborative music-making
by enhancing group creativity and facilitating social activities that
can be engaging and playful [21, 27]. With the advent of machine
learning and deep generative neural networks, modern technology
has the potential to serve not only as a tool for social music cre-
ation, but also as an active team member, collaborator, or mediator.
This new wave of generative AI calls for a re-examination of how
technology could enrich, impede, or transform collaborative music
creation processes.

3 METHOD
To understand the potential for AI to assist with co-creation, we
conducted a qualitative laboratory study with 30 participants (15
pairs). Using a previously developed interface to a deep generative
AI, Cococo [54], we examined the social dynamics and co-creation
process of pairs of users co-composing a musical phrase, with and
without AI.
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Figure 1: Study version with AI (Cococo): a music editor web-interface for human-AI co-creation with AI

3.1 Cococo: Overview
Cococo (collaborative co-creation) is a web-based music editor for
human-AI co-creation that augments standard generative music
interfaces with a set of AI steering tools [54]. Built on top of Coconet
[32], a deep generative model trained on 4 part harmony that takes
incomplete music as input and outputs complete music, Cococo
supports an iterative co-creation process by providing the following
main components and capabilities (see Figure 1):

(1) Users can manually draw and edit notes
(2) Voice Lanes, in which users specify what voices to compose

for (e.g. soprano, alto, tenor, bass), and the time range in
which the AI-generates music

(3) A “Generate” button to ask the AI to fill in music given the
existing notes on the page

(4) Semantic Sliders (e.g. more surprising or conventional, or
content more similar to or different from a selected segment
of music) to adjust musical qualities of the AI-generated
notes

(5) Multiple Alternatives of the AI-generated music, from which
users can audition and choose

(6) While auditioning the AI-generated options, users see the
temporarily substituted notes in the music score, shown as
glowing notes

(7) An Infill Mask, which users can use to crop an existing sec-
tion of notes to be infilled using AI

For the condition without the AI, participants used a version
that is visually similar to Cococo, but without any of the AI-related
features. Specifically, participants could manually draw and edit

notes, but did not have access to features (2) to (7) on the list/figure
above (see Figure 2).

Because the study took place during the Covid-19 pandemic, all
studies were conducted remotely over video-conference. During the
study, participants in pairs collaborated using the Chrome Remote
Desktop extension, which allows one participant to remotely access
another participant’s computer through the Chrome browser, and
to share a cursor, screen, and audio during their collaborations.

3.2 Procedure
Each participant first completed an online tutorial of the interfaces
on their own (30 minutes). Then in pairs, they composed two pieces,
one with and one without Cococo, with the order of the conditions
counterbalanced (about 20 minutes each). As a prompt, users were
provided a set of images from the card game Dixit [14] and were
asked to compose music that reflected the character and mood of
one image of their choosing, similar to prior studies [33, 54]. Users
were observed while composing using a think-aloud procedure.
Finally, participants compared and contrasted their experiences
co-composing with and without Cococo via a semi-structured in-
terview (about 20 minutes).

All studies were screen recorded and transcribed. To analyze the
data, following [9], two researchers individually familiarized them-
selves with the data and created initial codes, then collaboratively
discussed these codes to create an initial code book together. They
then worked systematically through the data set, attaching codes
to sections of text, and refined the codes in a collaborative, iterative
process. Then, four researchers discussed the codes and data to
collectively create higher-level categories and themes, iteratively
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Figure 2: Study version without AI: the same music editor interface as Cococo (see Figure 1 above), but without the AI-related
functionality. Users can still manually draw and edit notes using this interface.

converging on the final themes, which we describe in the next
section.

3.3 Participants
The 15 pairs of participants (30 in total) included 15 females, 14
males, and 1 non-binary, ages 23 to 73 years old (mean = 36). Partic-
ipants were required to know how to read traditional music notes
to ensure they would understand the interfaces. Participants were
also required to have a reliable internet connection to participate
in the remote study.

Because the social composition process and interaction with AI
may vary depending on musical skill level, we sought to recruit
and observe a broad cross-section of skill levels. To do so, we in-
cluded an equal number of novices (no experience composing or
improvising), dabblers (e.g., played in jazz band in high school; tried
making tunes in Garageband, played improvisation occasionally),
and serious composers/improvisers (e.g., formal music composi-
tion/theory training; music major in college; wrote multiple songs
for a capella groups; regular jam sessions). In total, the study in-
cluded 5 pairs of novices, 5 pairs of dabblers, and 5 pairs of serious
improvisers/composers. We also balanced the gender composition,
resulting in 5 sets of female-female, male-male, andmixed-gendered

pairs. We paired participants who did not know each other to min-
imize the potential influence that prior social relationships could
have on the collaborative process. (The strength of a social rela-
tionship is known to influence teamwork [45]. For example, people
with stronger ties (e.g., friendship) are better able to co-construct
knowledge and coordinate tasks, are more adaptive to each other’s
behavior, and are less reliant on explicit communication [63].) Par-
ticipants were recruited through mailing lists at our institution and
came from a variety of professional backgrounds (e.g., technical
writer, administrator, manager and designer). Each received a $40
gift credit for their time.

4 RESULTS
In this section, we describe how the 15 pairs of participants collabo-
rated in composition without and with AI, and what kinds of roles
AI played in their co-creative processes.

4.1 Co-creation Processes
Before putting any music down on the page, participants usually
started composing by jointly establishing a creative strategy or goal
(e.g., “What kind of overall feeling do you want to have for this one
[picture]” (P3) or by agreeing on an implicit “social contract” that
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would make it easier to be consistent with each other later on (e.g.
e.g., “Any specific key that you want?” (P13)). In many cases, the
pairs then divided their roles in composition (e.g., splitting by voice
(P4, P7, and P15), or by bar (P9)), and took turns from time to time
(5 pairs). In other cases, one took the lead by suggesting the notes,
and the other provided feedback while constantly asking for con-
firmation from each other (6 pairs). Throughout the collaboration,
participants repeatedly listened to their music together, and mutu-
ally decided when it was complete (15 pairs). A few participants
wanted a clearer visual delineation of who produced which parts
to see their own contributions (P1) or where to edit later (P9), as
music is subjective and overwriting the other’s contributions often
felt rude (P7).

Though participants’ co-creation process with AI present was
largely similar to their process without AI, they had additional
decision-making points on when, where, and how to use AI in
their collaboration: “If it’s just the two of us, we kind of decide what
parts we do each, but now we have to decide on top of that.” (P15)
These additional decisions included: 1) deciding where and when
to request that the AI generate content (voices and time segments),
2) deciding what quality of music they wanted in that segment by
adjusting the sliders, 3) evaluating and selecting which of the N
AI-generated options sounded best, and 4) deciding which partner
would be the main driver of these decisions above, each time they
occurred. Whereas participants sometimes yielded the first two
types of decisions (where to generate, which slider settings) to
each other (e.g. “Sure, go for it” (P1)), they almost always jointly
evaluated the N AI-generated options together (e.g. “I like the first
one, what do you think?” (P3)).

In addition to these decision points, one can also consider how
the AI was used as a composition tool in the writing process. We
observed three primary ways that AI was employed. First, some
participants used AI for open-ended inquiries: “Let’s see what the
AI says” (P5). Second, some participants had goal-directed requests
for AI during the composing process (e.g., “Let’s do it even more
surprising and super minor” (P15)). In another example, when P13
needed to fix specific parts, they requested the AI to generate con-
tent for those spots to get some ideas on how to proceed. Third,
AI was used to flesh things out once they had completed a basic
skeleton of their parts. For example, participants (P6) took turns
creating the main structure of the music by composing the soprano
and bass voices, then used AI to fill in the rest of the voices (alto and
tenor voices). P8 described a similar process: “We draw the creative
outline and the AI helps fill it in.” In these cases, where AI was used
to flesh out the music by ‘gluing’ together various human-created
pieces, participants usually had the AI generate musical compo-
nents that would have been more tedious (or required more music
theory knowledge) for humans to complete (e.g. harmonizing given
a melody, or filling in a transition between the beginning and end).
When introducing AI in co-composition processes, pairs’ division
of labor became somewhat blurred, which we elaborate on in more
detail in the next section.

4.2 Roles of AI in Social Collaboration
In this section, we describe ways in which the AI appeared to influ-
ence social dynamics during co-composition, taking into account

users’ reported perceptions of AI as well as their observed behaviors
during the co-composition process. Here, we frame our findings
around the five primary themes that emerged: 1) AI as establishing
common ground, 2) AI as a psychological safety net, 3) AI as a force
for progress, 4) AI as a social lubricant, and 5) AI as a force that
alters the creative and collaborative roles of humans.

4.2.1 AI as common ground. At the start of the co-composition
process, pairs often sought to establish common ground as a way
of familiarizing themselves with each other and to build a shared,
mutual understanding of each other (5 pairs). Finding common
ground is a technique used by people to facilitate interpersonal
relationships, and is often a critical ingredient for establishing mu-
tual respect and trust in interpersonal collaborations and collective
actions [13]. When co-composing, participants asked a number of
questions to each other (e.g., preference, feedback or confirmation
on suggestions) to establish common ground:

P11a: Do you have any preference? like a chord pro-
gression or. . .
P11b: Well, I was thinking about maybe picking a key
first. How does that sound?
P11a: Sure.
P11b: What are our key options? I feel like...it’s prob-
ably a major picture. Does that seem right?
P11a: That works for me!
...
P11a: How does E flat sound?
P11b: E flat sounds great.
P11a: Great.

In the presence of AI, however, pairs often found common ground
through discussing the AI-generated music (7 pairs). In their reflec-
tions, pairs found it helpful to be able to anchor their conversation
around the AI-generated music, rather than needing to rely on
conversing solely about self-generated ideas. As one member of
P10 described, “Our collaboration, without AI, required coming up
with some kind of basis like a core progression, and then building
from there. Whereas with AI, we use that [the AI generated options]
as our basis.” As indicated in this quote, the AI suggestions can
provide an immediate platform for discussion. Discussions about
the AI-generated music also enabled participants to get to know
each other’s preferences. For example, P9a was able to figure out
P9b’s musical taste while discussing the AI generated options.

P9a : We listen to this new one ((playing the first op-
tion))1
P9b : ((Positively surprised while listening to the song))
Woooo!
P9a : That was nice
P9b : Yeah, that was nice
P9a : Let’s listen to this one ((playing another option))
P9b : That is nice too, but I think I like the previous
one a little better
P9a : This one ((pointing to the first option)) ... Let’s
listen to a final ((playing the second option again)). I’m
guessing more movement is better, but okay...

1Italic text in double parentheses denotes annotation of non-verbal activity, following
Jefferson (1984) “Transcription Notation,” in J. Atkinson and J. Heritage (eds), Structures
of Social Interaction, New York: Cambridge University Press
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P9b : ((Listening to the second option again)) Yeah,
you’re right. It’s a little too slow or it’s a little. . .
P9a : All right, that was my inclination or my assump-
tion about why you like this one more

When initiating collaboration without AI present, participants
sometimes encountered a cold-start problem: “Jumping into the pool
and proposing something...that was not easy” because “There’s like a
first mover thing where whoever proposes the first thing gets to dictate
the rest of it. I didn’t want to dictate anything.” (P15) Some pairs found
it easier to jump into a collaborative processes when AI was present
(7 pairs), mainly because it allowed them to ground themselves on
existing content without first having to coordinate who would
be creating which parts: “The AI helps a lot for working together,
otherwise it would be really tricky to coordinate who’s working on
what line and what part, whereas here we’re able to listen to think
together and then decide together what sounds right and then make
adjustments.” (P14)

In sum, AI’s generated output provided a seed for discussion
that participants found helpful for finding common ground. It also
provided initial momentum for getting the composition started.

4.2.2 AI as a psychological safety net. Beyond common grounding,
AI also provided a psychological safety net during co-composition.
A psychological safety net refers to a belief that one is not at risk of
embarrassment or rejection in particular setting or role [19], and it
is known to increase information sharing [72], group learning [19]
or group performance [4]. While composing with each other, both
novices and serious composers were sometimes wary of feeling
embarrassed or judged as they created notes. For example, even a
participant with extensive musical training stated, “Oh god, what
is this going to sound like?”, adding that they would “be slightly
embarrassed after my first attempt” (P10). Participants felt that this
self-consciousness may stem from the pressure of having a human
collaborator watching them; they indicated that, when composing
alone, they’d usually feel more free to explore and experiment: “If I
were alone, there would be less of a feeling of being tentative or worried
that something is going to sound weird. You can be more creative and
messy without the social pressure. But when you collaborate with
another human...you interpret pictures differently, and one person
might see hope where someone else sees fear.” (P2)

In contrast, some participants indicated they were able to feel
more relaxed and playful when AI was present (5 pairs). Comparing
their experiences when AI was present versus it not being present,
participants stated that there was less “responsibility to make some-
thing that sounded cool. . . there’s less weight on you” (P10) when AI
was present. This sentiment also tied into how participants felt
about their ability to be playful, both with each other and with the
music. For example, P1 said, “there was kind of a feeling of playful-
ness. Encountering what the AI did, it gave me some thoughts about,
‘oh, we could also do this.’ It’s like having a third person come in and
play a little riff and go. ‘Oh, that is nice. Let’s try this’. . . so it kind of
opened up more ideas, so that was great.” Similarly, P13 described AI
as a collaborator, introducing fresh ideas: “We asked for it like, ‘Hey,
oddballs! Line yourselves up and give us like the most odd surprising
thing,’ and we got exactly what we asked for...I would never ask a
musician who walked in the room and just be like off the wall, and go
nuts, right?”

A few participant felt they were more willing to try new things,
since “knowing we had AI felt like we could always smooth it out later.”
(P4) This willingness to explore new territory was most frequently
observed among pairs who had less musical background. Novices
generally believed that the AI’s training surpassed their own music
theory abilities, and that it would—at the very least—keep their
music from sounding incoherent: “I just have this image of the AI
being...very intelligent and far more experienced than [me]. You’d
assume the AI has been written and processed to understand proper
music theory and things like that. So they’re not going to spit out
something super crazy.” (P5) Interestingly, the unique idiosyncracies
of AI may have also helped introduce a more playful atmosphere.
One pair felt that working with each other initially felt like “treading
a lot more...on the careful side,” whereas with AI, “we laughed a lot
more...because of this like unexpectedness...this random person came
and just joined us.” (P14)

Overall, AI may help provide psychological safety by offloading
the burden of generating acceptable content, acting as a safety
net that re-mediates or smooths over human-created rough edges,
and introducing an air of playfulness through its surprises and
idiosyncracies.
4.2.3 AI as a force for progress. AI also acted as a force for progress,
helping participants’ co-composing process move forward “easier”
(P12) and “quicker” (P5). Specifically, some felt the AI was useful for
helping them get started quickly and build momentum (8 pairs). For
example, participants described it as “a way to accelerate through
writer’s block” (P8), or “it jump-started us...like having a bass line
to work on” (P11). Without AI, users felt that the process of gen-
erating and writing down ideas from scratch sometimes slowed
down iteration: “Manually going through that ideation phase, the
time to manually pick out how to express ...takes so long to get to a
point where you can even react to it.” (P8). Users largely agreed that
it was far easier to be given some initial content to use that served
as a starting point for ideas, rather than having to generate new
content from scratch.

While some felt the AI helped jump-start their initial progress,
others saw the AI as helping flesh out or continue half-completed
work (7 pairs). For example, the AI offloaded work that would
normally be difficult and time-consuming, such as harmonizing
chords given a melody, or filling in the ‘glue’ between human-
created components (e.g., filling in the middle voices, or bridging
between two sections across time). P10 said, “We got a lot further
than I would have expected in a shorter amount of time..I listen to
music a lot, but would never be able to do something like this anywhere
near as quickly, so the AI serves a huge function.” Others felt that the
AI served as a “helpful assistant” (P8) because it could auto-complete
content based on a rough seed provided by the user: “I felt like we
were able to go faster because like we could put in the basis of an idea
and then the AI could fill in the rest.” (P13) Because users could pick
empty regions of any size and request the AI to automatically fill
them in, users felt a rapid sense of progress, reinforced through
seeing notes fill more and more empty space on the page. As an
unintended side effect of this, some pairs who were running out of
time asked the AI to auto-complete the rest of the missing sections.

Aside from producing content, AI also helped participants move
forward in their creative decision making. It did so by both nar-
rowing a large space of decisions to a few concrete decision points,
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and by broadening the scope of ideas being produced when users
were stuck. Under non-AI circumstances, users were sometimes
faced with a broad decision space when deciding what to do next.
For example, during the collaboration, P3 frequently had silent
moments where both were stalled becasue they could not decide
on next steps:

P3a: So should we do the other lines?
P3b: Yeah.
P3a: Ummm...Which one [voice] do you want to do?
P3b: ((Quietly pondering))
P3a: Tenor?
P3b: ((Silence))
P3a: Do you want to do bottoms up or do you want
to...
P3b: Maybe we can do like soprano?
P3a: ((Reluctantly)) Ummm...Okay
P3a: ((Without confidence)) mmm. . .Okay

Conversely, with the AI present, users primarily needed to de-
cide where and how much content to request that the AI generate;
this reduced the scope of decisions to be made: “With the AI, you set
the parameters/constraints, but AI does everything else.” (P2). Para-
doxically, AI’s production of multiple alternatives also reduced the
decision space. Whereas judging the merits of a single musical
snippet may feel open-ended without another point of comparison,
picking one’s favorite between three AI-produced musical phrases
made the decision inherently more bounded: “It gave us the options
to decide to agree or disagree on them.” (P9)

Some felt that, aside from narrowing the scope of decisions,
AI also helped them make progress by expanding the space of
ideas. For example, one participant felt the generated notes “gave
us something that we wouldn’t have thought of on our own,” and
that “it would be super useful for anyone who runs out of inspiration,
they would get unlimited ideas.” (P2) Another described the AI as
substantially increasing the number of collaborators and volume of
ideas generated: “it was like having a third person come in and play
a little riff and go, ’oh, that is nice, let’s try this’...So it was instead
of two collaborators, we have five for example...three other sequences
presented to us.” (P1) During composition, some also thought of
new creative ideas (e.g., P13: happy/sad; P3: folksy/mid-western)
while considering how to use the AI-steering sliders (4 pairs) : “I
am curious how it could be some type of more emotional aspect to
it...even if you kept this like conventional or surprising [slider] but it
[emotion] is something a little different.” (P5)

While most participants felt the AI was helpful for accelerat-
ing progress (14 pairs), one pair remarked that the AI added an
additional overhead of decision making that may deter progress:
“There’s an additional thing that we have to decide on. So if it’s just the
two of us, we kind of decide what parts do we do each one, but now we
have to decide on top of that...there are just more things to decide and
coordinate.” (P15) In this case, the participants were experienced
composers, and found it more work to steer the AI towards their
creative goals than to create the music themselves: “AI didn’t really
enhance from that [the partner’s initial] idea. . . [it] diverged out of
the team so to speak. so it became disjointed...it didn’t capture our
initial idea at all.”

Overall, AI helped the co-composition process move forward
more quickly, providing initial content as a starting point, narrow-
ing a large decision space to a few concrete decision parameters,
generating alternative ideas when users were stuck, and filling in
large chunks of unfinished work, all of which enabled participants
to speed up their progress.

4.2.4 AI as social lubricant. Although participants rarely had ex-
plicit disagreements, some indicated in post-study interviews that
they felt hesitant to freely comment on their partner’s work when
opinions diverged: “I wouldn’t say that to [partner] like if he did
something like that...because like...that’s rude.” (P9) Some explained
that it seemed especially inappropriate to freely express judgments
due to the intrinsic subjectivity of creativity: “There is no right or
wrong thing [in music] as long as it aligns with the basic chords.” (P7)

In cases when opinions differed, participants found AI helpful
as it provided various options that they could branch from and
further explore beyond the points of disagreement (7 pairs). For
example, P3 said, “it makes it easier especially...for if people don’t
have same ideas,” because it provides “choices right through points
of conflict and it also provides options like, you know...we can discuss
all those options and you can make changes on those options as well.”
(P3) Others also appreciated that AI’s Multiple Alternatives feature
helped scope these implicit debates down to a few concrete options:
“It gave us the options to decide to agree or disagree on them.” (P9)

Importantly, participants felt that AI made it easier to express
differences in opinion, because its feelings as a non-human could
not be hurt (7 pairs). For example, participants said they were “not
worried about hurting the computer’s feelings” (P11), and “it’s not
like the AI is going to get upset that we didn’t like either choice” (P5).
In a sense, the presence of AI as a third collaborator shifted one’s
judgment from being directed at one another, to being directed
toward a non-human third party: “It takes away that tension of ‘this
is how I see the world and I want to make you see it like I do’, it’s more
‘let’s be playful and see if we can converge on something that a third
party suggests.’ (P10) This was in large part because participants did
not feel the need to maintain the same level of politeness towards
AI-generated music (“it eliminated any possibility of offending each
other because we weren’t the ones creating it.” (P9)) or AI-generated
decisions (“there’s that other added element that you avoid dissonance
because it’s not you or the other person making the decision.” (P7))

The presence of AI—especially its surprises or mistakes—also
led some participants to feel closer to their partners in their shared
human-ness: “It [AI] puts you and the other person on the same
team. You’re both humans, so you can kinda laugh at this thing, or
think ‘Wow, this thing is brilliant, what it created.’ Team human!”
(P10) When pairs mutually felt dissatisfied with the options that
AI generated, AI felt like “the bad team member that doesn’t show
up for practice” (P15), making the human-human partnership feel
more positive in comparison.

In sum, AI helped uncover and mitigate latent friction, both
by offering a path for moving forward, and by shifting social dy-
namics away from human-human differences towards human-AI
differences.

4.2.5 AI altering the creative and collaborative roles of humans. The
presence of AI also affected participants’ creative roles in the com-
position process, as well as their collaborative roles with each other.
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While most participants noted that AI was like a “third party collab-
orator” (10 pairs), many felt that their own roles shifted from being
composers to “producers” (P9), “advisors” (P7) or “museum curators”
(P6): rather than generating ideas from scratch, participants felt that
they were “patch-working” or organizing little pieces together (3
pairs). As one user put it, “When AI was present, our roles were more
of choosing the ones that sound best and not necessarily building on
top of it or creating something of ourselves.” (P15) Another described
their own role as one of giving feedback to the AI composer, rather
than directly composing themselves: “I felt like it was the composer
and we were the listeners giving feedback and choosing. I’m telling
the composer, ‘...here’s our feedback for how you can do better’ and
let it compose something else.” (P6). Some felt that this shift in role
could make composition skill-level less pertinent: “It’s much less
about our personal skill in composition, and rather our ear and what
our ear thinks is better.” (P9)

Alongside this shift in creative roles, participants also felt a shift
in the depth of their creative engagement with each other. Some
felt they were more creatively engaged with each other in sessions
where AI was absent: “When we couldn’t rely on the AI, then we were
definitely more involved [with each other].” (P2) For example, in one
session without AI, a pair took turns building on top of each other’s
notes to create a sense of tension in the music (P13). P13b carefully
chose a note in the alto voice that would complement what P13a
had created in the soprano voice: “Let me put something without
breaking that [the notes on soprano].” P13a then provided positive
feedback, and subsequently added notes in the tenor voice to build
on top of the song they had composed together: “((after listening to
the soprano and alto voices together)) Yeah, okay. ((with a big smile))
That’s really cool. I like that! Okay, then I’ll do tenor.” The pair was
deeply engaged with each other during this co-creative process.

Conversely, with the AI generating content, there was less of
a need to think deeply about what one’s partner had composed
and consider how best to build on top of it: “I think when AI is
present, we get a kind of feeling like ‘all right. yeah, you do the work,
I will let you know what we like and don’t like.’ Versus when AI is not
present, ‘Oh we both got to put in a little bit more work.”’ (P5) One
participant summarized this as a trade-off between the ease and
depth of collaborative co-creation: “The AI made the collaboration
easier, but we collaborated deeper without it.” (P12)

Finally, intrinsic constraints of the AI algorithm itself may have
limited users’ creative scope and freedom. Because the machine
learning algorithm was trained on Bach, and generated music in
classical genres, participants realized they needed to write music
that would maximize compatibility with the algorithm. For example,
a participant who picked up on the AI generation’s similarity to
Bach stated: “It always has a Bach flair on the melodies it suggests.
So, if I wanted to go a totally different stylistic way, I might not be
able to count on it to produce the results I want” (P6). Conversely, in
the non-AI condition: “We knew this time we weren’t using AI, so
I actually felt less restricted. This time, we could get a funkier color
and break more rules that AI wouldn’t like.” (P14) Indeed, multiple
participants asked if the AI controls could be broadened in scope
to enable a greater diversity of musical styles and genres: “I would
like the AI options to be labeled with a different style. It didn’t have
that many customization built-ins as you’re automating it. I would
like the sliders to all have different options, like a Gregorian chant”

(P4) and “If there were more flavors of the AI besides Bach, it would
be more interesting.” (P6)

5 DISCUSSION
Our findings bring to light the meaningful roles that AI may play in
mediating social dynamics during collaborative co-creation. Given
these findings, we now discuss the broader implications of this
research.

5.1 AI as Social Glue
We observed a wide range of nuanced social dynamics at play
during co-composition: participants needed to 1) express opinions
about their partners’ work while maintaining an air of cordiality; 2)
feel a sense of psychological safety while taking creative risks; and
3) engage actively with each other’s ideas while sustaining forward
progress at a reasonable pace. Though the participants in our study
did not previously know each other, and the task was relatively
low-stakes, these implicit tensions are likely to arise in a wide
range of collaborative settings, at different levels of extensiveness:
generating novel content with a human partner will often involve
striking a delicate balance between respecting and building on
another person’s ideas, without losing one’s own creative voice.

Beyond functioning as yet another collaborator, AI appeared to
play a meaningful role in mediating these nuanced social dynamics.
This raises the question of howAI could be designedmore intention-
ally to facilitate social collaboration. For example, AI could generate
solutions that are “middle-grounds” or compromises between the
ideas of multiple collaborators. Or, it could produce something ex-
plicitly divergent from both, to help collaborators break out of the
situation and more broadly consider their options. Interestingly,
even though the semantic sliders were ostensibly designed to enable
individual control of AI [54], a side effect was that they also occa-
sionally helped mitigate social friction, by allowing participants
to change the slider settings as a way of quickly demonstrating
an idea to their partner in a low-cost way. Likewise, the “multiple
alternatives” feature of Cococo enabled collaborators to “hedge”
with each other by debating a set of available options in a tempo-
rary sandbox, rather than editing anything in the final composition
head-on. Along these lines, AI could further help a person propose
an idea without stepping on another’s toes, by generating multiple
variants of that idea, thereby giving one’s collaborator a greater
sense of choice. As such, AI could act as a “social glue,” allowing
collaborators to build fluidly on each other’s ideas, maintaining
cordiality without losing momentum.

5.2 Potential AI Shortcomings: Easing vs.
Deepening Collaboration

While we observedmany benefits regarding AI functioning as social
glue, our study also uncovered several potential shortcomings of AI.
First, participants felt that AI could limit their depth of collaboration,
despite it enhancing their ease of collaborating together. For exam-
ple, rather than evaluating and directly building on each other’s
ideas, participants naturally shifted towards jointly evaluating the
AI’s outputs. Some felt they were acting more as co-producers and
less as co-composers (see Section 4.2.5). Second, the presence of
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AI also gave participants a way to jointly judge a third party’s cre-
ative content, without fear of offending it. While this had a positive
effect on the human collaboration (Section 4.2.4), strengthening
the bond between human participants and mitigating interpersonal
friction, it is also possible that, if taken to the extreme, AI’s role
as an ostracized third party may contribute to an “us vs. them”
mentality. Finally, though most pairs felt that AI helped them make
progress faster, a few who were already experts in music felt it also
introduced some additional decision making overhead, especially
when AI output was difficult to control (Section 4.2.3). Designers
of collaborative systems may want to carefully consider these pos-
sibilities in multi-agent systems where AI plays a role as a third
party.

Given the observed trade-offs between AI easing vs. deepening
collaboration, future work could investigate how the depth of col-
laboration and interpersonal engagement can be preserved, or even
enriched, when AI is present. Or, future designs of deep genera-
tive AI may consider explicitly allowing collaborators to control
how deep they would like the collaboration to be. For example, to
deepen engagement with other (human) collaborators, an AI could
go beyond generating coherent raw material (e.g., musical notes,
raw pixels, or brush strokes), to generating higher-level strategies
specifically designed to support a user in complementing, contrast-
ing, or furthering their partner’s work (e.g. creating variations on
a colleague’s motif). Conversely, if collaborators merely seek to
quickly complete a task together, or are pressed for time, the AI
could take on more of the creative work, allowing users to primarily
act as a panel of judges or producers. Future AI could enhance both
the efficiency and depth of collaboration by automatically gener-
ating not only low-level notes and content, but also higher-level
templates for how to do the social coordination work itself (e.g.,
learning workflows for dividing up creative responsibility).

5.3 Human-ness of Deep Generative AI
Through its surprises and idiosyncrasies, we observed that AI pro-
vided a psychological safety net while introducing a level of play-
fulness during the co-creative process. This allowed users to feel
more comfortable taking creative risks with a partner watching.
Psychological safety may be particularly valuable in collaborations
between unfamiliar partners, at the start of collaboration, or for
novices with less artistic experience [19, 70]. Future systems and
studies could investigate how to leverage the playful properties of
AI as a psychological safety net, particularly in “icebreaker” phases
of collaboration where collaborators have yet to build up an ade-
quate level of mutual trust, or when creative risk-taking is detected
to be low.

Though not by design, knowing that the AI was non-human also
played a central role in mitigating latent tension. Whereas partici-
pants experienced some reservation about openly commenting on
each other’s work, they felt much more comfortable judging and
debating the AI’s outputs. This lack of reservation both enabled
them tomove forward and created the space for common grounding
and discovering each other’s musical tastes.

These observations raise important implications around how to
define objective functions for deep generative AI, particularly given
that machine learning models are currently optimized to imitate

human-created training data. On the one hand, an AI’s human-like
generative capabilities may provide psychological safety (by allow-
ing users to experiment and move quickly without fear of failure)
and create a force for progress (by adeptly filling in missing parts).
On the other hand, knowledge of the AI’s non-human-ness may en-
courage playfulness, enabling users to openly express opinions, and
facilitate social bonding through the establishment of a “common
foil.” Hence, disentangling the multiple dimensions of AI’s “human-
ness” (or lack thereof), and identifying which aspects enrich vs.
impede the quality of collaboration, deserves further investigation.

5.4 Scope of Collaboration as a function of AI
Training Data

While Cococo gave users compositional “superpowers,” its Bach-
like nature also implicitly limited the creative scope of their com-
positions, and likewise, the scope of their collaboration. Whereas
musicians may, under normal circumstances, lean on their collabo-
rators’ stylistic or instrumental expertise, it is less likely that, when
composing with AI, one would be able to fully leverage a collabora-
tor’s skill set in an area that is sufficiently different from the scope
of the AI’s training set. This difficulty of “breaking out” of an AI’s
training set may suggest that the value one reaps from a human
collaboration may depend somewhat on an algorithm’s inherent
scope—whereas it may be beneficial to partner with someone whose
skill set diverges slightly from that of the AI, a skill set that departs
dramatically from the AI may not be fully expressible.

5.5 Limitations/Future Work
Some limitations should be noted. As discussed in section 5.1, some
level of creative tension is likely to arise across a wide range of
tasks. However, the extensiveness of interpersonal tension and one’s
desire for creative agency may vary depending on context. Though
the task in our study was relatively low-stakes, we acknowledge
that participants may be more or less forthcoming depending on
how high-stakes the task is, or to what extent they are already
familiar with each other when conflicts arise. While we found
that AI served as a mitigator of interpersonal friction, the nuances
of those dynamics could be affected by the specific context and
nature of the task. Thus, future research should further examine the
role of AI across a greater variety of human-human collaboration
contexts (e.g., different tasks, social relationships among human
collaborators).

6 CONCLUSION
Through a study examining how pairs of individuals composemusic
with and without AI, this research demonstrates ways AI can play
meaningful roles in mediating social dynamics during collaborative
composition. We also show how people adapt and utilize AI as an
additional collaborator in their co-creation practices. Noting the
potential of AI as social glue, future systems could be explicitly
designed to help deepen collaborations (as opposed to simply au-
tomating work). There is also an opportunity to experiment with
how “human” an AI feels, given the benefits and drawbacks we
observed for human-human collaboration (e.g., allowing partners
to openly express opinions to each other). Taken together, this work
contributes to an understanding of how to design AI to assist social
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collaboration, leveraging AI to help people be more creative and
successful in their human-human collaborations.
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